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* Rangebilderna (Richard för göra nya hela rangebilder. Jag 
gjorde en till Zirkonflex, men skuggan blir inte bra. (BG)
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Tentipi
 ● has its roots in Swedish Lapland – the homeland 

of the Sami kåta

 ● stands for passion and expertise, especially when 
it comes to Nordic tipis

 ● has three decades of experience as the world-
leading manufacturer of Nordic tipis

 ● has several patents and design rights for its 
original, ingenious design

 ● cares so deeply about its products that it only 
makes its Nordic tipis in its own fully-owned 
factories

 ● exposes every fifth tent to a full-scale rain test

 ● views every Nordic tipi as a unique product and 
gives it a personal ID to make it possible to track 
its components and specific design

 ● cares about previous customers by always 
striving to make new features also fit the older 
models of tents.

Why people choose Tentipi®

Because they think it is worthwhile 
investing extra money in order to 
get a superior product.
Because they believe that Tentipi’s 
sole focus and passion for Nordic 
tipis give a better functioning and 
more reliable Nordic tipi.

www.tentipi.com

The rain hat fits all sizes and models of tents except Olivin. It allows full ventilation on warm, rainy 
summer days while keeping rain out. It is placed over the tent top and attached to the storm cord 
fastenings.

Rain hat
For warm, rainy days

Rain hat key features
 ● Allows full ventilation even when it rains

 ● Fits tent sizes 5–15

 ● Fitted easily over the top of the tent

 ● Retains its taut shape with the help of a collapsible 
metal ring

 ● Weighs only 0.6 kg

    Safir cp                  Safir light    Zirkon cp                            Zirkon light    Onyx cp                       Onyx light

Suitable for
Tentipi® single-pole Nordic tipis


